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CONTACT US at: CRM@FARAD-IM.COM
------FARAD Investment Management is proud to
present its latest sustainable investment product:
an Actively Managed Certificate (AMC) that offers
exposure to selected Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The AMC provides an active exposure to the
SGDs linked to the Energy Transition and Human Capital
thematics.

Sustainable themes

Decarbonization

Circular Economy

Sustainable
Economic Growth

SDG Clusters

Energy Transition

Health Care
System

Water

This Actively Managed Certificate (AMC) is a
unique opportunity to gain a diversified exposure
to Energy Transition with some diversification into
Human Capital through a diversified portfolio of
equities. The target is around 50% exposure towards Energy Transition and using Human Capital as a buffer in order to optimize diversification
and risk. The objective is to invest at least 75%
in stocks with more than 50% of their revenues
aligned to the selected SDGs.
The product invests in global equity instruments,
excluding US with a focus on European equities
and potential diversification towards Nordics, Japanese, Chinese and Canadian stocks. It will also be
diversified in terms of sectors including utilities,
industrials, healthcare, consumer staples and consumer discretionary as well as real estate, information technology or materials.
The main objective of the AMC is to generate a
capital appreciation over the medium to long
term by investing only in equities of companies
that integrate environmental, social and governance considerations in their business model.
The portfolio is built by FARAD I.M. experienced
Front Office Team which relies on its GreenEthica Scoring System to rank companies in terms of
exposure to predefined SDGs (1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15).

AMC PRINCIPLES
Human Capital

Direct exposure to Energy Transition and
Human Capital
Diversified equity product
Overweight on significant SDG contributors
Negative screening on financial and extra
financial criteria

www.FARAD-IM.com

INVESTMENT and SELECTION PROCESS
The process starts with a broad investable universe that corresponds to the major
equity indexes. Any holding should have a minimum positive exposure of 25% to any
SDGs. This reduces the universe below 200 stocks. From there, the team ranks companies on the back of financial analyses based on variables like valuation, earnings,
momentum, leverage or profitability. The final portfolio will include around 60-70
stocks with weights between 0,5% and 2,5% based also on their SDGs alignment.
Number of stocks

60-70

Selection
& Allocation
from 0.5%
to 2.5%

TARGET CLIENTS
Asset Managers

Financial
Screening
Ranking
based on
financial metrics

Private bankers
Institutional clients

Sustainability Screening
Ranking based on
Sustainalytics and
Bloomberg ESG data

~200

Family Office

Investment Universe
Exclusion of stocks with total SDG
contribution < 25%

AMC - STRENGTHS
Unique offering based on SDGs

Negative Screening
for stocks with >5% revenue exclusion on
sectors mentioned within the exclusion policy

1.600

Daily liquidity product
Focused on Energy Transition
Diversification towards Human
Capital

Broad Investment Universe
Major developed equity indexes ex-USA

Disclaimer
This document has been prepared -for information purposes only- by FARAD
Investment Management S.A., with the sole aim of presenting the company’s
activity and the main characteristics of its products and services.
FARAD Investment Management S.A. does not offer guarantees of any kind
for the correctness and completeness of the information provided. FARAD
Investment Management S.A. expressly declines responsibility for any loss or
damage, direct or indirect, due to the possible or unpredictable use of the
information contained in the extract. In all cases, past performance does not
guarantee any future performance.
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Diversified geographical and
sectorial exposure
No information provided about the services or products is or should be interpreted as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer for the purchase of insurance products and/or financial and/or other instruments in any jurisdiction
where such offer or solicitation is prohibited by law.
This document is protected by copyright and other forms of proprietary
rights. As consequence it may not be reproduced, distributed, published,
modified, and it cannot be created derivate works from this document.
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